A Jordan algebra J is an algebra over a field $ of characteristic ?*2 with a product a • b satisfying
A Jordan algebra J is an algebra over a field $ of characteristic ?*2 with a product a • b satisfying (1) a-b = i-a, ( 
2) (a'*-b)-a = a'*-(b-a)
where a^~a*a.
The following operator identity is easily derived from (1) and the linearized form of (2) PROOF. We introduce the reversal operation in ${x, y} which is an involution a-*a* such that x* = x and y* =y. We say a is reversible if a*=a. Let SD? be the subspace of <£{#, y} of all elements of the form PROOF. We recall the following two identities which hold in any associative algebra over # [2, pp. 186-187]: As an immediate consequence of (6) and (4) we have
Using the lemma, we may write
Combining (7) and (8) and making use of (6), we see Since (9) involves only a, b, and c with a linear and since (9) holds for all special Jordan algebras over <i>, it must hold for all Jordan algebras over <ï > by MacDonald's theorem [3] . Thus [6JKC«] P £lnder(J), and Inder(J) is restricted.
